THE SMART WAY TO BE SAFE.
WE’VE SIMPLIFIED SAFETY.

You manage projects, people and a full range of safety requirements that change constantly. You can’t afford to have needless accidents or add extra costs onto tight project budgets. Wouldn’t it be easier if there was a comprehensive, best-in-class answer to site safety that would take the guesswork out of all of your projects at once?

THERE IS: Switch Rail Safety Systems.

Switch Rail Beam Clamp System providing fall protection without the need to tie off. Fully OSHA compliant, the system allows for moves, changes and removal in a fraction of the time it would take to use lumber.

Circle Interchange – Harrison Street Bridge
Chicago, Illinois

Saint Charles Waterpark
Saint Charles, Illinois

Switch Rail Standard Anchored System can be used on a wood deck, a concrete deck, or even welded to a steel deck.
OUR MODULAR SYSTEM PROVIDES FLEXIBILITY.

Switch Rail Safety Systems, LLC, is a modular safety rail company with the highest standards in construction safety. We manufacture innovative products and solutions to ensure work safety, while exceeding OSHA compliance guidelines for job site safety. SwitchRail systems are cost effective and customized to your specific applications.

Whether it’s a one-story roof or 50-story building, Switch Rail Safety Systems can accommodate all of your protection needs.

The Switch Rail standard Parapet Clamp System has the capacity to accommodate virtually any configuration, and the clamps can open up to 28”.

The Switch Rail Standard Horizontal Clamp System can simplify all your temporary stair fall protection needs.
Switch Rail Safety Systems LLC was born from the experience of 40 plus years of supplying scaffolding, canopy and safety rail systems to contractors worldwide.

During that time, the innovators at Switch Rail identified some very basic and universal requirements for a ‘reinvented’ safety rail system. The ‘basics’ identified include; the system must be modular, reusable, reliable and, when installed, meet or exceed OSHA standards (1910.23(e)(5)(iv)).

After several years of development and testing, Switch Rail exceeds these demands and more!

The result is not innovation for innovation’s sake; it is innovation that delivers ecological, logistical and economic benefits providing long term savings and peace of mind.

If you’re not using Switch Rail you are wasting your time and money!
YOUR PEACE OF MIND FOR EVERYTHING.

Whether you choose our PENETRATING RAIL SYSTEMS or our revolutionary CLAMPING SYSTEMS, you are assured of: 1 Saving installation and maintenance time over other railing systems, which saves you money 2 Only paying for what you need, because our modular components fit every job site 3 Your projects are secured with railings that outperform baseline OSHA requirements for fall protection.
Loew's Building
Chicago, Illinois

Loyola Academy
1100 Laramie Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois

The ‘old way’ (2x4 railing to the right)
The ‘new way’ Switch Rail System to the left

AMLI Fountain Place
Dallas, Texas
Counterweight System on EPDM Roof
Stevenson High School, Lincolnshire, Illinois

1000 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois

Element Hotel
Nashville, Tennessee

UI West Hospital
Avon, Indiana
APPLICATIONS THAT SAVE TIME

Switch Rail Safety Rail Systems, LLC, has performed multiple side-by-side, installation tests with the ‘existing’ and ‘accepted’ industry standard methods of securing a work site versus SwitchRail safety rail. To date, we have NEVER placed second.
This hospital facility incorporated multiple SRSS systems for fall protection including penetrating and clamping systems.
SO MANY APPLICATIONS AND THE PERFECT PRODUCT MIX FOR NEARLY EVERY APPLICATION YOU CAN IMAGINE.

SwitchRail Pedestrian Traffic Control Systems creating safe and secure routes through live construction environments (Top). SwitchRail Standard Sheeting Wall System (Bottom Left) and SwitchRail Modified Sheeting Wall System attached directly to Whaler (beam) providing secure walkway (Bottom Right).
APPLICATIONS THAT SAVE YOU MONEY

OUR MODULAR SYSTEM PROVIDES SECURITY

All Switch Rail Safety Systems railing products meet OSHA Standards (1910.23(e)(5)(iv)) when installed correctly.
PROTECTION FOR ANY PROJECT

Your business knows no limits when it comes to building the dreams of your clients. Switch Rail Safety Rail Systems never holds back when it comes to innovation and design capabilities.

Another ‘Custom Shop’ order. The Ritz-Carlton, Chicago, required rail systems that matched the building facade. Here, custom counterweight and clamp systems.

Hours before showtime, promoters of the Grateful Dead’s ‘Fare Thee Well’ tour needed a few more seats for the show. This rental order was installed within hours of the first phone call to our offices.
Simple in its elegance - SwitchRail Safety Systems in place during the construction of the mixed-use facility in Naperville, Illinois

Switch Rail Safety Systems, LLC continues to develop labor saving products that save you money. The Single Man, Non-Penetrating, Tie-Off Anchor providing fall arrest and/or restraint for a single person (patent pending).

Here our ‘Custom Shop’ fills a unique need for Google North America. The ‘Non-Penetrating, Counterweight Debris Net System’ allowed openings to be cut through five floors protecting workers on lower floors from falling debris or tools.
SWITCHRAIL COMPONENTS
For more information and to view our entire list of Switch Rail products please visit switchrail.com.
SWITCHRAIL IS YOUR COMPREHENSIVE ANSWER TO JOB SITE SAFETY.

We deliver financial, logistical and ecological benefits to all of your projects.

SWITCHRAIL SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

• Anchored Systems
• Non-Penetrating System
• Horizontal Clamping System
• Parapet Clamping System
• Single Man, Non-Penetrating Tie-Off Anchor
• Customizable Stair Systems

SwitchRail can specify and quote our systems at any phase of your project, providing cost savings for all of your safety protection needs. When you’re ready to make the switch and rent our system, SwitchRail is ready to make it happen.

SwitchRail, headquartered in Bensenville, Illinois, is available to serve you from multiple locations throughout the United States.

WHEN YOU SEE ORANGE, YOU KNOW IT’S SAFE.